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Meeting Agenda - 2010-04-08 Conference Call
Date and Time:  Thursday, April 8, 2010, 3:30-4:30
Dial-in Number:  866-740-1260
Conference ID:  7529390#

Quick Items.  For Library Applications and Support for Software Distribution, we will be looking for volunteers to form a subgroup to propose a 
strategy to the entire group during the following meeting.

Audits for UCTrust Basic and InCommon Silver certification.  This is the issue that was raised by Bob Ono last week.  I suspect we'll 
resolve much of the issue via , so this will likely be a short item.electronic mail
Library Applications.  See John Ober's UC Library Issues for 2010-04-08 Meeting
Support for Software Distribution.  See .Chet Burgess's Mail of 2010-03-22
Arlene note: I haven't seen any responses to my question on having two different population groups in UCTrust. The students are most 
assuredly not identity proofed at the InCommon Silver level, and it seems highly unlikely they will be. Any scheme involving students and 
federation would seem to require the lesser (bronze?) assurance level.

Revitalizing UCTrust.  How do we ensure that we keep meeting?  How do we set agendas?  What is our relationship to other ITLC-sponsored 
groups like ITAG and UCITPS?  See the notes from our 2/5/2009 conference call ( ) for the last time Meeting Notes - 2009-02-05 Conference Call
we talked about this. 

From:     David Walker <DHWalker@UCDAVIS.EDU>
To:     UCIDMGMT-L@LISTSERV.UCOP.EDU <UCIDMGMT-L@LISTSERV.UCOP.EDU>
Subject:     Revitalizing UCTrust
Date:     02/22/2010 03:25:56 PM

Everyone,

You will soon be hearing from Rose Cabral to schedule our next, long-belated, UCTrust Work Group conference call.  I would like the primary topic of 
discussion to be how we can keep the Work Group viable in the future, but I'd also like to touch on certification issues that were raised last week.  Here's a 
proposed agenda:

Audits for UCTrust Basic and InCommon Silver certification.  This is the issue that was raised by Bob Ono last week.  I suspect we'll resolve much 
of the issue via , so this will likely be a short item.electronic mail
Revitalizing UCTrust.  How do we ensure that we keep meeting?  How do we set agendas?  What is our relationship to other ITLC-sponsored 
groups like ITAG and UCITPS?  See the notes from our 2/5/2009 conference call ( ) for the last time we https://spaces.ais.ucla.edu//x/1ww3AQ
talked about this.

Anything else?  It'll be good to hear from everyone again.

David

https://spaces.ais.ucla.edu/display/uctrustwg/Mail+about+audit+requirements+for+UCTrust+Basic+and+InCommon+Silver
https://spaces.ais.ucla.edu/display/uctrustwg/UC+Library+Issues+for+2010-04-08+Meeting
https://spaces.ais.ucla.edu/display/uctrustwg/Chet+Burgess%27s+Mail+of+2010-03-22
https://spaces.ais.ucla.edu/display/uctrustwg/Meeting+Notes+-+2009-02-05+Conference+Call
https://spaces.ais.ucla.edu/display/uctrustwg/Mail+about+audit+requirements+for+UCTrust+Basic+and+InCommon+Silver
https://spaces.ais.ucla.edu//x/1ww3AQ
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